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C11 “Open Door” Variety 
Pat Callis (##2383) 

 
A stamp friend of mine, Jack Turner from Brenham 
Texas, called me and asked if I had seen the article 
about the C11 Beacon airmail stamp "Open Door" 
variety in Linn's Stamp News.  The article by 
Richard Morris mentioned that the variety “shows a 
lack of blue ink in the door of the building directly 
beneath the beacon tower”.  I went through my C11s 
and found an “Open Door” with perfin pattern F1.  I 
talked with a number of Club members to see if 
anyone else was aware of the variety and had any.  
Richard Mewhinney found four in his collection 
with the following patterns: A204, C51, H170 and 
P176.   
 

 
 

 
 

 
I also talked with Kent Korbersteen and he had the 
following email reply: The "open door" is not a 
constant variety -- ie, it was not caused by plate wear 
or damage, nor any other factor which would cause 
it to be repeated in the same position on the pane.  
(An example of a constant variety would be the 

recuts which occur on the vertical lines beneath and 
to the left of the scrolls on the left side of the frame.  
The recuts were made on the plates, and therefore 
are consistent on certain positions.)  The "open 
door" is, instead, the result of an inking situation, so 
it can occur randomly on the pane and cannot be 
plated. 
 
Henry Goodkind, in his 1965 monograph on the 
Beacon, makes the opposite argument.  Goodkind 
states that the "open door" was caused by plate wear.  
I have been studying the Beacon since 1977, and I 
have seen no evidence that the "open door" is 
constant.  And, finally, Max Johl, who wrote the 
definitive series of books The United States Postage 
Stamps of the Twentieth Century, plates many 
varieties of recuts, explains in great detail its various 
marginal markings, and plates a constant plate flaw - 
the "blue moon", is silent on the matter of the "open 
door."   
 
The Goodkind monograph is an interesting read, but 
later scholarship on the Beacon has shown several of 
his statements to be in error. 
 
Does anyone else have any additional information 
regarding this variety?  Please check your 
collections and let me know if you find any other 
patterns.  I would like to thank Sal Guarini, Kent 
Kobersteen, Richard Mewhinney, Robert Schwerdt, 
Robert Szymanski, Tim Timmerman and Doug 
Turner for checking their collections and providing 
comments. 
 

Turner Perfin 
With a brief note and a flick of the wrist, Doug has 
joined the ranks of personal perfin users. With the 
brief note: “I finally figured out how to take apart 
and reset the pins in the Cummins No. 15 
perforating machine that I purchased on e-Bay” he 
introduced me to his new D/T pattern. 
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